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preparation





Good questionsrhetoric

How much time?

What do they expect of me?

What’s the venue like?

How can I help them?

What do I want them to think or do?

Who is the audience?

What can I teach them?



What is my absolute central point?



slides notes handout



design



“When it comes to software 
functions, I don’t think the challenge 
is to learn more, but to ignore more 
and forget more so that you can 
focus on the principles and the few 
techniques that are important” (9). 



Simplify



Folks want to

NOT read



the end of bullets



“No more than          words on a slide. EVER.”
-Seth Godin6



Reinforce
with images



The contingent environment



Who’s the audience?



Images



screen grabs

command + shift + 4 
(+ space for window)

print screen key

snipping tool







Copyright and Fair Use



“...the fair use of a copyrighted work, 
including such use by reproduction in copies 
or phonorecords or by any other means 
specified by that section, for purposes such 
as criticism, comment, news reporting, 
teaching (including multiple copies for 
classroom use), scholarship, or research, is 
not an infringement of copyright.”

TITLE 17 > CHAPTER 1 > § 107

http://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/html/uscode17/usc_sup_01_17.html
http://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/html/uscode17/usc_sup_01_17_10_1.html


-factor balancing test4



who’s copying?1



what’s being copied?2



how much is 
being copied?3



what’s the effect 
on the market?4





Signal to noise ratio (SNR)
with infographics
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Design elements



use empty space

colors
some animation

contrast

proximity



Slideware

seamless animation web-based

visually inclined Mac only

widely-used & 
compatible limits design



introduction
Why is that a problem?

What are the alternatives?

What’s happening?

What did you conclude?

Rules 

★use Keynote, PowerPoint, or Prezi
★focus on as much or as little of the 
intro as you want 
★use as many slides/frames as you want
★no more than 6 words per slide
★limit animation
★no bullets


